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Turkey vultures are
wonderfully adapted to
their scavenging lifestyle
by Pamela Hunt

In popular depictions, vultures always seem to be circling. Sometimes they circle
over a lone hero as he rides his horse through a foreboding western landscape. Sometimes
they circle over a dying man crawling across a parched desert in search of water. And
sometimes they circle over epic battles between predators and prey. They always seem to
be waiting for someone or something to die.

Life of Grime
The turkey vulture is the only species of vulture that breeds
in New Hampshire, and it has become a familiar sight over
most of the state. Because they eat carrion, vultures are often
perceived as disgusting or unclean, but take a moment to think
about this. If there weren’t organisms out there to eat and break
down everything that dies, we’d be neck deep in carcasses before
we knew it! Yes, their diet is a little gross, but it’s hard not to
appreciate how superbly adapted they are to this life of grime.
So back to all that circling that vultures do. Like other large
birds of prey, such as eagles, turkey vultures are blessed with
long, broad wings for efficient soaring. This allows them to
cover large areas without expending too much energy; they
can travel several miles without flapping. Once the sun comes
out and the air warms up, they take to the skies in search of
their next meal. This is where one of the popular depictions
of vultures comes up a little short. Remember that turkey
vultures eat almost entirely carrion. This means they’re looking
for things that are already dead. Recall the thirsty man in the
desert. As long as he’s moving, he’s not dead, and thus unlikely
to attract a vulture’s attention. In other words, he’s safe for a

little longer – at least from avian scavengers.
Turkey vultures search for food through a combination of sight
and smell. They have one of the best senses of smell among birds,
including most other vultures. They can find carcasses hidden for less
than three days under a forest canopy, and have been caught in traps
baited only with scent. Sometimes they’re even attracted to flowers
and mushrooms with a carrion-like odor. Exactly how they use smell
to find food is not fully understood, although it is likely they rely
on wind currents to carry scents to them. It doesn’t take long either:
turkey vultures have trouble locating things that are freshly dead, but
give it as little as a day, and you have a different story entirely.
Once food is located, turkey vultures are quick to capitalize on it.
This is in part because they are generally subordinate to other avian
scavengers, particularly the more aggressive black vulture. Even
much smaller species such as red-tailed hawks have been known to
drive turkey vultures away from carcasses. If the dead animal is small
(like a rodent), it may be swallowed whole, and even medium-sized
mammals can be consumed pretty quickly. For larger carcasses, like
livestock, turkey vultures may find themselves in the paradoxical
position of being first on the scene but unable to take advantage of
the buffet. This is because their bills are not well suited for ripping
into thick hides. In such cases, they may need mammals or other
vultures to start things off. In the absence of assistance, they make
inroads into carcasses through softer tissues or through the mouth
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In reality, vultures rarely need to wait, since things are dying
all the time – the trick is finding the bodies.
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or anus. (I told you this was going to
get gross!) Ever wonder why vultures
Turkey vultures are
have no feathers on their heads? Would
blessed with long,
you want to get blood and gore all over
those feathers?
broad wings for
Once these tasty bits of dead animal
efficient soaring.
are safely consumed, the digestive
This allows them to system of the turkey vulture gets to
cover large areas
work. Like other birds of prey, nondigested remains are regurgitated as
without expending
pellets, but it is noteworthy that these
too much energy.
pellets contain proportionally fewer
bones, because these are more likely
to be fully consumed by the vultures’
extremely efficient digestive tract. Their digestive system even effectively destroys toxic bacteria, such as anthrax, botulism, cholera, and
salmonella, which makes a lot of sense for a species that relies on
decomposing dead animals for food.
The mix of enzymes, partially digested meals, and neutralized
bacteria that resides in a turkey vulture’s gut can also serve as a
chemical weapon. If an adult vulture is disturbed at its nest by a
potential predator, it will sometimes regurgitate as a defense mechanism. (I suspect this is enough to dissuade most self-respecting
raccoons from trying a vulture egg or two.) When the threat is over,
the vulture often consumes the regurgitant. This same delicious mix
is fed to young vultures until they are better able to consume larger
pieces of meat.
At the opposite end of the digestive tract, vultures – like all birds
– produce a highly concentrated excretory product called uric acid
(this is the white stuff on your windshield). There’s nothing special
about the uric acid of vultures, but they do use it in a fairly special
way: to cool off. If the bird is overheating, it will direct its excreta
directly onto its legs and feet, and the evaporating liquid component
of the uric acid will help remove excess heat. For a bird that goes
to such lengths to feed and protect itself, pooping on its own feet is
tame in comparison.

New Neighbors
But enough with the gross vulture behaviors – there is another
story to tell. The bulk of the turkey vulture’s range lies south of New
Hampshire – in fact the species didn’t really occur here with any
regularity until the 1970s. Like more admired birds, such as cardinals and Carolina wrens, they have been slowly expanding north
over the last half century, and we are tempted to wonder why.
Some speculate that the growth of the Interstate highway system
allowed vultures to expand north. Better roads and faster cars
certainly result in more roadkill, and wide ribbons of asphalt are
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Ever wonder why vultures have no feathers on their
heads? Would you want to get blood and gore all over
those feathers?
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a perfect place to look for
dinner if roadkill is on
the menu. However, it’s
important to recall that
in the 19th century, New
England was mostly farmland. There were fewer
trees to hide carcasses, and there were a lot more sheep. Dead livestock were probably more common than they are now, but vultures
didn’t appear to take advantage of that particular resource.
Another hypothesis involves DDT, that same pesticide that
famously affected more glamorous raptors such as eagles and
falcons. But vultures were susceptible as well – man-made toxins
were more than even their digestive system could handle. It may be
no coincidence that their increase in the Northeast started somewhat
after DDT was banned in the early 1970s.
Finally, there is climate change. Vultures don’t do well in cold,
but with the warmer winters of late, they are being seen more often
soaring over southeastern New Hampshire. By extension, gradual
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Wide ribbons of
asphalt are a perfect
place to look for
dinner if roadkill
is on the menu.

warming over recent decades could easily have facilitated their
northward expansion as a breeding species in the first place.
In all likelihood, the success of turkey vultures in New Hampshire
is attributable to a combination of all these factors, and perhaps
others. They are clearly here to stay in any event, so next time you
see them circling overhead, reflect on how wonderfully adapted they
are to their scavenging lifestyle.

Pamela Hunt is a biologist at New Hampshire Audubon, where
she works closely with the N.H. Fish and Game Department on
the conservation of the state’s nongame birds.

A VULTURE BY ANY OTHER NAME
Finally, there’s the black

occur in Africa and Eurasia. These “old world vultures” are closely

vulture, a southern species that is

related to hawks and eagles. The “new world vultures” of North and South

still rare in the Granite State. Like

America are in a family of their own – still related to eagles, but more

the turkey vulture before it, this
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species is slowly moving north,

One is the turkey vulture, of course, which has the distinction of having

and is becoming a regular visitor

the largest range.
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Rarest is the California

California Condor

in the lower Connecticut Valley.
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here are two broad groups of birds called vultures. The vast majority
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They flap a lot more, have a much
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poorer sense of smell, and kill

now wild condors flying and

more of their own food. In some areas, they pose a risk to newborn
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livestock, while in others, they’ve developed the bizarre habit of eating
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rubber window seals and windshield wipers from parked cars.

Black Vulture
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